The **Security Patient Console** provides typical hospital devices in a secure area. The 16 gauge steel, lockable security door covers all electrical and medical gas devices and includes a full length hinge and minimum of two locks. The door opens flat against the wall to allow maximum clearance for any medical gas devices.

Backbox shall be a code gauge, formed aluminum trough with a combination of 1/2 inch and 3/4 inch knockouts on top and bottom of the backbox. A powder coated locking fascia enclosure shall be field attached to the backbox assembly by the installing contractor using screws provided by HSI. Electrical conduit runs to the knockouts and wiring within the console shall be the responsibility of the electrical contractor. Medical gas outlets shall be installed in the consoles by the mechanical contractor. Individual fixed barriers in the backbox shall be pre-installed by HSI at the factory to separate different voltages and mechanical services.

The consoles are made to order, so you can have the configuration and size that meets your requirements.

The Security Patient Service Console is available in stainless steel or powder coated steel.